
Welcome back to SSPP for another great year.  As we have traditionally done, we are 
holding basketball evaluations for all interested 5th – 8th graders Saturday, September 9th 
for the boys and Sunday the 10th for the girls.  Specific times and dates are below.  
  

We are holding the evaluations at this time to comply with the league deadlines for team 
formation where we need to let the league know how many teams we will field.  
  
Please note the following: 
  

1.     Please feel free to forward this email to anyone who is interested.  I have tried to 
reach all parents, but I may have missed someone.  
  

2.     With respect to registration we are in the process of converting to a new registration 

process. Click Here to Register.  Please register on SI play prior to the evaluation days. 

The fee for basketball is $85.00.   

Specific times are as follows: 
  
Boys’ evaluations will be on Saturday, September 9th at 

•         1100AM-1230PM (5th & 7th grades) and 

•         12:30-2:00PM (6th & 8th grades) 

Girls’ evaluations will be on Sunday, September 10th at 

•          5:00–6:30PM (5th & 7th grades) and 

•           6:30-8:00PM (6th & 8th grades) 

The evaluations will be held at the SSPP gym.   
  

As in the past, parents are asked to return at the end of evaluations to pick up their child 
-- parents are not able to stay in the gym during evaluations. 
  

At SSPP, we try to make our evaluation process as objective as possible.  For each 
grade, five evaluators watch the players during a two hour workout and rank the players 
accordingly. Evaluators cannot evaluate their own child’s grade and cannot evaluate a 
grade which they will coach.  
  
Athletes are evaluated on skills like ball handling, layups, shooting, 3 on 3 offense, 3 on 
3 defense and court awareness  and are ranked on a scale from 1-7 for each evaluated 
skill. The evaluations are combined and the total score produces a rank for each athlete 
in the class and this list forms the basis for team selections. Please note, this ranking is 
based on performance during the evaluation and does not reflect anything other than 
that -- it does not indicate ability to succeed in the game of basketball or anything else, it 
simply provides us with an objective ranking. 
  

https://identity.siplay.com/account/login


The number of teams for each grade is determined by the number of athletes who want 
to participate.  This is a no-cut sport and any student who wishes to participate will be 
on a team. 
  

This excerpt is from the Saints Peter and Paul Athletic Association Program Guide 
regarding the evaluation process.  Please read this carefully and let me know if you 
have any questions about it prior to evaluations.  Please pay particular attention to the 
boldface section in Point F.  Please send the letters referenced in that point to Justin 
Busche the AD at Saints Peter and Paul. 
 
************************************************************************************************** 

 BASKETBALL/VOLLEYBALL TEAM AND COACH SELECTION 

The team and coach selection process for both basketball and volleyball is detailed below: 

A. Step One, Determine the Number of Players at Each Grade Level: Based on registration forms 

the Association determines the number of players at each grade for each gender. This is a critical 

component to the process so please give careful consideration to these commitments when filling 

out forms or registering online. 

B. Step Two, Run Evaluations: All students interested in being placed on an A team should attend the 

evaluations if he or she is able. Those parents seeking to coach an A team should also attend 

evaluations. These coaches, however, are not part of the evaluation process, and provide no input 

as to player ranking. The Association, in consultation with the Athletic Director, selects the 

evaluation method (i.e. drills and scoring categories). Individuals with knowledge of that particular 

sport are asked to volunteer their time to observe the players at evaluations and to rate the relative 

strengths and weaknesses of the participants. These evaluators may be coaches at other levels, 

former coaches or friends of the program, and are chosen to evaluate at a particular level. 

a. and gender where the evaluator has no child or relative participating, so as to avoid any 

conflicts of interest. 

C. Step Three, Determine the Number of Teams: After evaluations, the Association will determine 

the number of teams to field at each level, for each gender. Team sizes may vary from year to year 

and even within classes. Team sizes are determined by the Association after considering a number 

of factors such as evaluation scores, player commitment levels, coach availability and others. 

Variations in team size may also occur as a result of kids quitting (even though this is strongly 

discouraged). Factors involved in determining the number of teams and team size include, but are 

not limited to (i) ideal team size, (ii) competitiveness of a particular group, (iii) the commitment 

level of a particular group, (iv) league mandates, if any, and (v) natural groupings based on 

evaluation scores. 

D. Step Four, Determine the A Team "Mandatory Selections": After the team sizes are finalized, the 

Association determines the specific kids who are A Team "Mandatory Selections". These 

Mandatory Selections consist of the top five evaluation scores for each grade/gender group, plus 

one for every roster spot over eight. By way of example, an A team of nine players will generate 

Mandatory Selections consisting of the top six evaluated players. A team of ten players will 



generate Mandatory Selections consisting of the top seven evaluated players, and so on and so 

forth. Mandatory Selections never decrease below five, so a roster of six players (although very 

unlikely to occur) would still have five mandatory selections. Any tie for a final Mandatory 

Selection spot shall result in both players being deemed Mandatory Selections and one less bubble 

pick (see below). 

E. Step Five, Select the A Team Head Coach: Any head coach volunteer who is a parent of a 

Mandatory Selection and otherwise eligible to coach (see above) will be asked to interview for the 

head coaching position and the Association will make the determination based on the interviews 

and prior coaching evaluations. At times, certain coaches may concede to another candidate, or at 

other times there is only one volunteer, in which cases interviews may or may not be conducted. 

All A team coaches are approved by the Association. If no parent of a Mandatory Selection 

volunteers or none are approved, the Association will use its discretion to solicit a qualified head 

coach from the highest possible evaluation score. In the case of non-parent, long term coaches, this 

Step Five will be skipped. 

F. Step Six, Select the A Team: The head coach is given the list of Mandatory Selections, who are 

automatically on the A team. The head coach is then given a list consisting of (i) the next five 

ranked players based on the evaluations (any players tied for fifth shall be included in the list), and 

(ii) the kids for which Evaluation Letters are received and approved by the AD prior to evaluations 

(collectively, the "Bubble"). "Evaluation Letters" are letters to the AD notifying the AD that 

a player will not attend evaluations and providing a legitimate reason for having to miss 

evaluations and requesting to be considered for the A team. Legitimate reasons may include 

(i) illness, (ii) injury prior to evaluations, (iii) a future transfer situation, etc. Once the Bubble 

list is established, the head coach shall, at his/her discretion, pick any of the players on the Bubble 

list to complete his/her roster. Coaches should have a specific team formation (not personal) reason 

for selecting players lower on the Bubble list. Absent a specific team formation reason to do 

otherwise, coaches are strongly encouraged to go by the numbers and select a team based on 

evaluation scores. The Association reserves the right to veto a coach Bubble pick if the Association 

believes it was made for personal, non-athletic reasons. At this point, it should be noted that any 

coach may request the Association to allow that coach to select one player who is on neither the 

Mandatory Selection list nor the Bubble list due to extenuating circumstances. The request by a 

coach to select a non-Mandatory Selection, non-Bubble player is subject to the review and approval 

of the Association in all respects, and such approval may be withheld for any reason. This is up to 

the coach to raise this option with the Association. The Association will not have any obligation 

to remind the coaches of this option during the team selection process. 

G. A-2 Teams: If there is an A-2 team, repeat Steps D through F as if the A-I team were not evaluated. 

H. Step Seven, Select B Team Coaches: At this point in the process, parent volunteers from the 

remaining players are solicited and/or interviewed for the B team coaching selections. The 

Association approves all B team coaches. Unlike A team coaches, player evaluation scores are not 

considered when selecting B team coaches. 

I. Step Eight, Select the B Team(s): If there are two or more B teams at any given grade/gender 

division, the B team coaches will get together either in person or on the phone with the AD and a 

member of the Association to draft their teams. An ordinal ranking of the players based on 

evaluations will be provided to the coaches (except for their children, who are automatically 



placed on their teams). While the coaches have wide discretion in terms of who to pick, B teams 

must be relatively equal in terms of skill level and the AD or Association representative may 

void picks if that is not the case. 

   Step Nine, Communicate all Teams to Parents and Players: After all this is completed, the       

coaches communicate their teams to the player and parents. 

a. K. Assistant Coach Selection: The head coach is generally given the responsibility of 

selecting the assistant coaches for the team. All assistant coaches must meet the 

eligibility requirements set forth above and must agree to adhere to the Coach Code of 

Conduct. The head coach is encouraged to be inclusive in the selection of coaches 

always keeping the best interests of the student-athlete in mind. From time to time, the 

Association may suggest or request that a coach appoint someone as an assistant coach. 

**************************************************************************************************** 
Any parent who is interested in being considered for head coaching or assistant 
coaching, please confirm your interest by sending me a quick email.  Also, if you 
are able to assist with evaluations, please let me know.  Thanks in advance for 
your help. 
  

I look forward to an exciting year and a great basketball season where your son or 
daughter will enjoy their participation as a member of a team.   
 

If you have any questions about this process or any questions about the 
basketball program as a whole, please do not hesitate to contact me.  Go Trojans! 
  
Best regards, 
  
Kirk Potucek  
SSPP Athletic Association - Basketball Chairperson 

k.potucek@comcast.net 
 

mailto:shawn.lapean@gmail.com

